Long-distance monitoring
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AUMA in UAE

dures that would guarantee the safety of personne1 and assets at the offshore installation.
The diagnostics centre was established to
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drinking water to a new residence area in Dubai,
United Arab Emirates.
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Power supplies fit for Fieldbus
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ing the safety docurnentation to a list of devices
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of a modular package. Additionally, due to the

cable Parameters. Model 9121-1s can provide

FF816-Fisco physical layer Profile and the
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Schlumberger at record depth
Schlumberger Oilfield Services has announced

AUMA aduators and gear Operators supplied
to the newly built AI Mushrif pump Station in
Dubai.

set at 10,057.42ft, 10,046.95ft and

that three surface-controlled subsurface safety
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the Gulf of Mexico. The Schlumberger TRC-DH
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